
Oligomineral Water is Safe for Oral Hydration in 6-to-12-Month-Old Healthy Infants: The ROSA Clinical Trial

Background
Optimal hydration in youngest children remains a challenging task since there is often confusion among parents and 
health professionals about how much fluid children need to drink, as well as what drinks are most appropriate to 
supplement natural or artificial milk (Ann Nutr Metab. 2019;74:11-8). Oligomineral waters appear generally beneficial in 
infants’ hydration used either for formula reconstitution and milk dilution or rehydration (Int J Clin Pharmacol Res. 
1988;S8:S21-9; Pediatr Med Chir. 2003;25:353-9; Med Clin Termale. 2006;19:97-104), yet no data are currently 
available concerning the value and safety of specific oligomineral waters in the youngest children.

Methods
• Open-label case-control interventional study 
• Intervention = ROSA® oligomineral natural spring water (totally dissolved solids 56 mg/L; sodium 2.7 mg/L) 
• Participants = 65 healthy infants aged 6-12 months

Breastfed or formula-fed who were allocated to two randomly assigned 
• Two ad libitum hydration regimens: 

(1) experimental group (n = 32; 16 boys and 16 girls) received ROSA® water for daily hydration
(2) control group (n = 33; 13 boys and 20 girls) received other waters of personal choice, including tap water. 

• Testing procedures: 
(1) parental diary of the infant’s general status 
(2) clinician-reported outcomes of hydration and wellbeing 

• Biomarkers evaluated at pre-administration (baseline) and follow-up (after 28 days of administration). 
• The study was voluntary and the participants were free to stop taking part in the study at any time. 
• The study was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (ID NCT04012372).
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Conclusion
ROSA® oligomineral water appears to be favorable in terms of hydration and safety when administered for 28 days in 
healthy infants aged 6-12 months and therefore could be recommended as a suitable choice for optimizing hydration in 
babies.
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Abstract
Rationale: Optimal hydration in youngest children remains a challenging task since there is often a confusion about how much fluid children need to drink, as well as what 
drinks are most appropriate to supplement natural or artificial milk. Oligomineral waters appear beneficial in infants’ hydration yet no data are currently available concerning 
the value and safety of specific oligomineral waters in this population. Methods: This study was designed as an open-label case-control interventional study that evaluated 
the safety of 28-day hydration with ROSA® oligomineral water (total dissolved solids 56 mg/L) in healthy infants aged 6-12 months. The participants were breastfed or 
formula-fed children who were allocated to two randomly assigned ad libitum hydration regimens: (1) experimental group (n = 32) received ROSA® water for daily hydration, 
and (2) control group (n = 33) received other waters of personal choice. All testing procedures including a parental diary of the infant’s general status and clinician-reported 
outcomes of hydration were recorded at pre-administration and 28-day follow-up. The study was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT04012372). Results: 
No participant demonstrated any side effects of either hydration regimen. No differences were found between experimental and control group for clinician-reported 
outcomes of hydration (P = 0.99), including general appearance, capillary refilling test, skin turgor, and mucous membranes moist. Both regimens were accompanied by a 
significant rise in body weight at 28-day follow up (391 g in experimental group vs. 477 g in control group), yet no significant effect for intervention vs. time was reported (P 
= 0.43). Conclusion: ROSA® oligomineral water appears to be safe in terms of parent- and clinician-reported outcomes of hydration and general wellbeing when 
administered for 28 days in healthy infants aged 6-12 months, and could be recommended as a suitable choice for optimizing hydration in babies.

All children completed the follow-up measures after 28 days

No single participant demonstrated any side effects of either hydration regimen 

No differences between groups were found for clinician-reported outcomes of hydration

Similar general appearance, capillary refilling test, skin turgor, and mucous membranes moist

RESULTS

391 g
477 g

Fig 1. Average rise in body weight at 28-day follow up 

P = 0.43


